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Print and finishing solutions
creating MORE VALUE through a better customer experience
Examples

INK TO BE SCRATCHED OFF

PERSONALISATION

INTEGRATED CARD

INTEGRATED LABEL

RFID
Examples

A4 advertising document
With integrated label

RFID card with
Special cut

Integrated cards
Specifications

- Size: A5/A4/A3+
- Speed: 5,000 to 20,000 ex/hour
- Simple Recto-Verso or double production
- Automatic pre-setting for application and die-cut
- Centre slitting unit: 3 knifes and 3 under-knifes
Technical features

1 SUCTION DOUBLE SHOP FEEDER A5/A4/A3+
Minimum format: A4
Maximum format: 450 x 320 mm
Minimum paper weight: 60 g/m²
Maximum paper weight: 350 g/m²
Missing sheets inspection

1 RECTIFICATION TABLE + DYNAMIC REGISTER UNIT
Rectification ruler

1 KISS CUT UNIT
Equipped with a magnetic cylinder to kiss cut the adhesive material format which is changed by touch screen: this applies only to cross single die-cuts. Silhouette cut out: a full die-cut plate has to be mounted on the whole circumference of the magnetic cylinder format of which is 16".
When working with a printed web roll, it will be possible to die-cut, to remove the waste and to apply single or dual coated labels when using the register sensor option.
- Minimum die-cut format: 1”
- Maximum die-cut format: 12”
- Adjustment of the cutting format to be entered into the menu (single cut mode)
- Die-cut register system (option)
- Die-cut accuracy +/- 0,3 mm

1 VARIABLE FORMAT ROTATIVE APPLICATION UNIT
This unit is used to apply labels which have already been die-cut in the kiss-cut unit.
- Minimum format to be applied: 1”
- Maximum format to be applied: 12”
- Application accuracy: +/- 0,6 mm
- Adjustment of the cutting format to be entered into the menu (single cut mode)

1 VERSATILE MULTI-FORMATS MAGNETIC UNIT
- Minimum format: A5
- Maximum format: A4
- Dual rotation direction (front or back side die-cuts)
- Die-cut accuracy: +/- 0,3 mm

1 CENTRE SLITTING UNIT
Equipped with:
- 3 knives and 3 under-knives
- Lateral adjustment system

1 VERSATILE MULTI-FORMATS MAGNETIC UNIT
- Minimum format: A5
- Maximum format: A4
- Dual rotation direction (front or back side die-cuts)
- Die-cut accuracy: +/- 0,3 mm

1 DELIVERY CONVEYOR
Shingle delivery

1 CENTRALIZED CONTROL
Machine centralized control
Automatic machine make-ready and jobs memorising
Sheets counter
Configuration

Unwinder

DIN A4 Cutter

Fold

Hot stamping unit – available 2008

Feeder

Moduform

Stacker
Drawings
Options

- UNWINDER
- 1 SENSOR FOR REGISTERED APPLICATION AND REGISTERED DIE-CUT
- 1 DIN A4 ROTARY CUTTER
- 1 AUTOMATIC STACKER
- 1 HOT STAMPING UNIT
- REWINDER